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Without Water Humankind can’t live
Water is a Human Right, environment experts say
To all beings, Water much can give
but of ensuring Water for all, is there a way?

Will the use of Human Rights be a powerful light?
Will it help people and animals who are dying of thirst?
Against such environmental injustice, how can we fight?
For all living beings on earth, how can Water be first?

From Water so many health benefits can be derived
As water-supply systems have shown
In poor countries, more beings would have survived
If water-treatment systems were known
The time is ripe for a Nonkilling Approach to Water to proclaim
and to help the access to safe water to be globalized:
all of Humankind that life-sustaining right will claim
and beyond that, The Right to Water will be humanized.

The Global Water Crisis Humankind should help overcome
Let’s fulfil our environmental co-responsibility, everyone.